Dudley Kingswinford
Rugby Football Club
A Brief History of DK.
DK has a long and interesting history going back to 1920. It is important
that we record and publish this story. It is only when we know where
we have come from that we can fully appreciate where we are!
We are lucky at DK because we have a keen, accomplished and indeed
a published historian and retired Engineer in Bob McMaster.
Bob has huge archives of facts and images of DK going all the way back
to its inception in 1920. He has produced articles for the Black Country
Bugle and has provided a wealth of information for our website.
If you have any information regarding this article that we might be able
to include please contact admin@dk-rfc.co.uk
Please take the time to read them and enjoy!
“People without the knowledge of their past history, origin and
culture are like a tree without roots.”

DK's Industrial Heritage from Titanic to Concorde.
Cyril E Lloyd - Club Patron & Life Member

Fig 1: Cyril E Lloyd
(1876-1963).

Harper Bean/Dudley Rugby Football Club, established in 1920, was
renamed Dudley Kingswinford RFC at the beginning of the 1928/29
season. The club's patron at that time was industrialist Cyril E Lloyd (Fig
1&2). Cyril was a descendant of the Lloyds banking family and a
Director of the family business F H Lloyd & Co, Steel Founders and
Manufacturers of Wednesbury, established in 1879.

Fig 2: DK membership book showing Cyril E Lloyd as Patron.

In 1907 Cyril joined the board of N Hingley & Sons Ltd, an Ironworks
and Forge located in Netherton near Dudley. In later years he became
Chairman in 1918 and ultimately President in 1961. Cyril was also a
Director of the Great Western Railway (GWR) Company, Lloyds Bank
Limited and Lloyds British Testing Company. He also enjoyed a political
career being elected MP for Dudley from 1922 until 1929 and again
from 1941 until 1945; he was also High Sheriff of Worcester in 1935.
N Hingley & Sons Limited

Fig 3: Noah Hingley
(1796-1877).

N Hingley & Sons, Ltd of Washington Street, Netherton near Dudley
was established in 1838 by Noah Hingley (1796-1877).
Noah (Fig 3) a nailmaster and dealer in small chains, introduced

wrought iron chain cable to the Black Country in 1820 having seen
chain cable being used by the Royal Navy for lowering and raising ship's
anchors. Prior to using chain cable the Navy used hemp rope which,
over time, deteriorated and ultimately failed resulting in the loss of
anchors or even the loss of ships.
Wrought iron (which is made from pig iron) is tough, contains very little
carbon and always contains intermingled slag. Slag is the name given to
the vitreous cinders which were previously produced during the pig
iron smelting process and it is the inclusion of slag that gives wrought
iron it's ability to withstand rust and corrosion

Fig 4: Pictorial plan of the Netherton Works, early 1900’s.
Noah's first works were located in Cradley Heath and in 1838, having
been successful in producing chain cable, he established a new larger
works in Netherton adjacent to the Dudley No 2. canal. An old pictorial
site plan (Fig 4) gives an indication of how large the works became by

the early 1900s, the estimated area of the site equivalent to 14 football
pitches. Approximately 50% of the site was dedicated to the
manufacture of wrought iron and chain making - manufacturing plant
in this area comprising puddling furnaces, steam hammers and three
rolling mills. The other 50% of the works, in general, was dedicated to
the manufacture of a variety of forgings and anchors - manufacturing
plant in this area comprising primarily mechanical presses, drop
hammers and machining facilities.
The two photographs (Fig 5&6) were taken in the mid 1960s, the main
entrance to the works located in Washington Street and a view of the
works from above.

Fig 5: The main gate to
Hingleys’ Ironworks and Forge.

Fig 6: Aerial view of the
Netherton Works.

One of the buildings shown in Fig 6 belonged to an organisation known
as Lloyds Proving House, Netherton (part of the Lloyds British Testing
Company). Lloyds Proving House was, from Hingleys point of view,
ideally located within a few yards of the works and it was Lloyds who
examined and tested all of Hingley's chains and anchors before being
released for despatch.

Fig 7: Chainmaking.
In 1848 Noah's chain business, which included 'studded' chain cable
(Fig 7) was augmented by the making of wrought iron anchors (Fig 8).

Fig 8: Common Stock Anchor.

In 1850, the first of a number of James Nasmyth steam hammers, was
installed at Netherton. Patented in 1842, Hingleys Nasmyth hammer
(Fig 9) was the first of it's type to be installed in the Black Country. A
painting produced by James Nasmyth (Fig 10) illustrates one of his
larger hammers in action.

Fig 9: Hingley's Nasmyth hammer.

Fig 10: A Nasmyth hammer in action.

In 1888 Mr Hall and Mr Verity, Consultant Engineers of Sheffield,
patented their unique 'stockless anchor design' which was adopted by
the Royal Navy and Hingleys were duly appointed sole manufacturer in
1891.

By 1906 Hingleys, who were also colliery and blast furnace proprietors,
were producing a vast variety of products (Fig 11) including a modified
version of Hall and Verity's anchor now known as 'Hall's Latest
Improved Patent Anchor'. It was this anchor that was destined for the
legendary ocean liner RMS Titanic. (Fig 12).

Fig 11: Noah Hingley’s products
c. 1906.

Fig 12: RMS Titanic.

In 1910 Hingleys received an order from shipbuilders Harland & Wolff
of Belfast to supply the chain cables and anchors for Titanic. The
anchors supplied totalled five in number- two small wrought iron
anchors installed at the stern of the ship, two steel bow anchors and,
unseen in Fig 12, one large steel foredeck anchor (Fig 13).

Fig 13: Titanic’s foredeck anchor.

Titanic's foredeck anchor was, at the time, the world’s heaviest and
largest, total assembled weight 15tons 16cwt, overall height 18ft
6inches, width 10ft 9inches. Overseen and monitored by Hingleys, the
steel anchor head was cast by John Rogerson & Co of Wolsingham, Co
Durham and the steel shank was forged by Walter Somers Ltd of
Halesowen, both components were assembled by Hingleys and tested
at Lloyds Proving House. In May 1911 the anchor (Fig 14&15) was
despatched to Harland & Wolff via Dudley and the Port of Fleetwood,
Lancashire.

Fig 14: Anchor ready for despatch.

Fig 15: Anchor commencing its journey to Harland and Wolff, Belfast.

Sadly, on Monday 15 April 1912 whilst on it’s maiden voyage to New
York, Titanic collided with an iceberg with fatal results, the ship sank
and descended 2.5 miles to the seabed with the loss of 1,503 lives. An
undersea photograph
(Fig 16) taken in 1985 following the discovery of the remains of Titanic,
shows Titanic's foredeck with the foredeck anchor still in place.

Fig 16: The Anchor’s final resting place.

In 2010, a full-scale replica of Titanic's large foredeck anchor (Fig 17)
was made by Sheffield Forgemasters for inclusion in a documentary
produced for Channel 4 television, entitled Titanic: The Mission.
Following the documentary, the replica anchor then became the
centrepiece of a re-enactment of the first part of the original anchor's
journey to Belfast albeit in the reverse direction from Dudley to

Netherton (Fig 18), today the replica anchor is on permanent display in
Netherton.

Fig 17: Replica of the Titanic Anchor.

Fig 18: Replica anchor on
it's way to Netherton.

Incidentally, it is worthy of mention that the cost of producing the
original anchor in 1910 was, in old money, £261. 7s. 9p., the cost to
produce the replica anchor, an estimated £50,000.
In the 1920s early 30s Hingleys diversified into bespoke precision steel
and alloy forgings whilst still producing wrought iron, chains and
anchors. Hingley's forging capacity in terms of forging size and weight
was also increased following the installation of an open die 800 ton
forging press as seen in the background of one of the company’s
advertisements (Fig 19).

Fig 19: 800 ton forging press.

In the late 1930s early 40s Hingleys were privileged to produce
precision high nickel alloy forgings for the jet engine invented by Group
Captain Frank Whittle. The adjacent photograph (Fig 20) shows Frank
Whittle's jet engine in action; the Gloster Whittle aircraft, built for the
RAF in 1941, was the first jet aircraft to fly in the UK and was the
forerunner of the Gloster Meteor.

Fig 20: Gloster Whittle jet aircraft.

During WW2 Hingleys, like many other companies in the Black Country,
became a centre for the munitions industry whilst still maintaining the

supply of chains and anchors for the Admiralty and commercial
shipping.
By the 1950s Hingleys were producing forgings for the Lightning
supersonic jet fighter aircraft built by English Electric (Fig 21).

Fig 21: Lightning supersonic jet fighter.
In 1959 they commenced production of nimonic and titanium forgings
destined for Lockheed TriStar jet engines (Fig 22).

Fig 22: Lockheed TriStar jet aircraft.

In 1966/67 Hingleys installed a Rheinstahl Wagner ring rolling mill (Fig
23) which enabled them to produce 'seamless' stainless steel, nimonic
and titanium rings destined for Concorde Olympus jet engines (Fig 24).

Fig 23: Rolling of seamless rings.

Fig 24: First flight of Concorde 9th April 1969

2. Promotional Slogan

Fig 25: Wright Hingley Ltd advertisement.

In 1969 the company of Wright's Forge & Engineering Ltd of Tipton
merged with Hingleys and as a result Hingleys was re-named Wright
Hingley Ltd (Fig 25). However, 5years later Wright Hingley Ltd was sold
to John Folkes plc of Lye.
Regrettably, in 1986, Wright Hingley Ltd ceased trading and within 3
years the site at Netherton was completely cleared of all buildings and
redeveloped by John Folkes. The site is now home to an industrial
trading estate known as the Washington Centre.

A Hingley employee and loyal supporter of DKRFC

Fig 26: Ken Taylor loyal DK supporter.

Ken Taylor, having previously worked for the Clydesdale Forge
Company of Dudley, joined Hingleys in 1941 as a 16-year-old apprentice
in the Die Shop. At 21 he was promoted to Foreman, taking full
responsibility for the design and machining of die blocks and special
tooling required for manufacturing forgings in the Stamp Shop. Die
block raw materials were invariably purchased from Walter Somers Ltd
of Halesowen, who were specialists in producing die blocks forged from
hardened high integrity alloy and carbon steels. During his time at
Hingleys, Ken attended Aston University part-time, and in later years
attended Sheffield University, specialising in Applied Sciences relative
to forging, and in particular drop forging. In 1963 he became a member
of the company's Senior Management Team and, as a representative of
Hingleys, was associated with the National Association of Drop Forgers
and Stampers, Birmingham (forerunner of the Confederation of British
Metal Forming Trade Associations). Ken, a loyal employee with an
uninterrupted service record, worked for Hingleys (later to be known as
Wright Hingley) until the company closed down in 1986.
Ken's interest and enthusiasm for the game of rugby came to the fore
having attended his first rugby match at Wall Heath in 1966 and since
that time he has supported the club (at home and away) uninterrupted
for the last 53 years. In recognition of his loyal and continued support
for the club, DK's former Chairman of Rugby and Life Member, Roger
Port, presented Ken with a club tie in the late 1980s. Now aged 94, and
still attending home games, Ken is the club's oldest supporter.

Fig 27: Ken Taylor (second from the left) with colleagues attending
Wright Hingley's display stand as seen at F H Lloyds' Engineering
Exhibition opened in 1970.

Fig 28. Club tie presented to Ken as a token of the club's appreciation
for his loyal support.

A family connection
The photograph below (Fig 29) shows part of Wright Hingley's display
stand as seen at F H Lloyds' Engineering Exhibition opened in 1970. The
gentleman seen in the foreground on the right is James McMaster,
former Works Director of Hingleys and Managing Director of Wright
Hingley Ltd in the 1970s; the young engineer standing at the rear is Bob
McMaster, son of James.

Fig 29: Wright Hingley's display stand 1970.

Club Tagline

Fig 30: Promotional tagline on DK clothing.

In 1998, Errol Mason, retired Metals Recycling Trader and former
DKRFC rugby player, Life Member and Trustee of the club, was
appointed Club President. During his two-year term as President in the
early years of professional rugby, Errol was keen to promote the game
of rugby and publicise the club's activities and in so doing he created a
promotional tagline that emphasises the club's industrial heritage and
it's association with the Black Country. The tagline, which continues to
be used today reads 'Forged in the Black Country'; the tagline can be
seen on team shirts and much of the merchandise sold at the club.

